Temporal analysis of metabolic systems and its application to metabolite channelling.
When a metabolic system undergoes a transition between steady states, the lag or transition time of the system is determined by the aggregated lifetimes of the metabolite pools. This allows the transition time, and hence the temporal responsiveness of the system, to be estimated from a knowledge of the starting and finishing steady states and obviates the need for dynamic measurements. The analysis of temporal response in metabolic systems may be integrated with the general field of metabolic control analysis by the definition of a temporal control coefficient (Cei tau) in terms of flux and concentration control coefficients. The temporal control coefficient exhibits summation and other properties analogous to the flux and concentration control coefficients. For systems in which static metabolite channels exist, the major kinetic advantage of channelling is a reduction in pool sizes and, as a result, a more rapid system response reflected in a reduced transition time. The extent of the channelling advantage may therefore be assessed from a knowledge of the system transition time. This reveals that no channelling advantage is achieved at high enzyme concentrations (i.e., comparable to Km) or, in the case of 'leaky' channels, where rapid equilibrium kinetic mechanisms obtain. In the case of a perfect channel with no leakage and direct transfer of metabolite between adjacent enzyme active sites, the transition time is minimized and equal to the lifetime of the enzyme-substrate complex.